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Abstract
Achieving predictable performance is critical for many distributed applications, yet difficult to achieve due to many factors that skew the tail of the latency distribution even in well-provisioned systems. In this paper, we present the fundamental challenges involved in designing a replica selection scheme that is robust in the face of performance fluctuations across servers. We illustrate these challenges through performance evaluations of the Cassandra distributed database on Amazon EC2. We then present the design and implementation of an adaptive replica selection mechanism, C3, that is robust to performance variability in the environment. We demonstrate C3’s effectiveness in reducing the latency tail and improving throughput through extensive evaluations on Amazon EC2 and through simulations. Our results show that C3 significantly improves the latencies along the mean, median, and tail (up to 3 times improvement at the 99.9th percentile) and provides higher system throughput.

1 Introduction
The interactive nature of modern web applications necessitates low and predictable latencies because people naturally prefer fluid response times [20], whereas degraded user experience directly impacts revenue [11,43]. However, it is challenging to deliver consistent low latency — in particular, to keep the tail of the latency distribution low [16,23,48]. Since interactive web applications are typically structured as multi-tiered, large-scale distributed systems, even serving a single end-user request (e.g., to return a web page) may involve contacting tens or hundreds of servers [17,23]. Significant delays at any of these servers inflate the latency observed by end users. Furthermore, even temporary latency spikes from individual nodes may ultimately dominate end-to-end latencies [2]. Finally, the increasing adoption of commercial clouds to deliver applications further exacerbates the response time unpredictability since, in these environments, applications almost unavoidably experience performance interference due to contention for shared resources (like CPU, memory, and I/O) [26,50,52].

Several studies [16,23,50] indicate that latency distributions in Internet-scale systems exhibit long-tail behaviors. That is, the 99.9th percentile latency can be more than an order of magnitude higher than the median latency. Recent efforts [2,16,19,23,36,44,53] have thus proposed approaches to reduce tail latencies and lower the impact of skewed performance. These approaches rely on standard techniques including giving preferential resource allocations or guarantees, reissuing requests, trading off completeness for latency, and creating performance models to predict stragglers in the system.

A recurring pattern to reducing tail latency is to exploit the redundancy built into each tier of the application architecture. In this paper, we show that the problem of replica selection — wherein a client node has to make a choice about selecting one out of multiple replica servers to serve a request — is a first-order concern in this context. Interestingly, we find that the impact of the replica selection algorithm has often been overlooked. We argue that layering approaches like request duplication and reissues atop a poorly performing replica selection algorithm should be cause for concern. For example, reissuing requests but selecting poorly-performing nodes to process them increases system utilization [48] in exchange for limited benefits.

As we show in Section 2, the replica selection strategy has a direct effect on the tail of the latency distribution. This is particularly so in the context of data stores that rely on replication and partitioning for scalability, such as key-value stores. The performance of these systems is influenced by many sources of variability [16,28]
and running such systems in cloud environments, where utilization should be high and environmental uncertainty is a fact of life, further aggravates performance fluctuations [26].

Replica selection can compensate for these conditions by preferring faster replica servers whenever possible. However, this is made challenging by the fact that servers exhibit performance fluctuations over time. Hence, replica selection needs to quickly adapt to changing system dynamics. On the other hand, any reactive scheme in this context must avoid entering pathological behaviors that lead to load imbalance among nodes and oscillating instabilities. In addition, replica selection should not be computationally costly, nor require significant coordination overheads.

In this paper, we present C3, an adaptive replica selection mechanism that is robust in the face of fluctuations in system performance. At the core of C3’s design, two key concepts allow it to reduce tail latencies and hence improve performance predictability. First, using simple and inexpensive feedback from servers, clients make use of a replica ranking function to prefer faster servers and compensate for slower service times, all while ensuring that the system does not enter herd behaviors or load-oscillations. Second, in C3, clients implement a distributed rate control mechanism to ensure that, even at high fan-ins, clients do not overwhelm individual servers. The combination of these mechanisms enable C3 to reduce queuing delays at servers while the system remains reactive to variations in service times.

Our study applies to any low-latency data store wherein replica diversity is available, such as a key-value store. We hence base our study on the widely-used [15] Cassandra distributed database [5], which is designed to store and serve larger-than-memory datasets. Cassandra powers a variety of applications at large web sites such as Netflix and eBay [6]. Compared to other related systems (Table 1), Cassandra implements a more sophisticated load-based replica selection mechanism as well, and is thus a better reference point for our study. However, C3 is applicable to other systems and environments that need to exploit replica diversity in the face of performance variability, such as a typical multi-tiered application or other data stores such as MongoDB or Riak.

In summary, we make the following contributions:

1. Through performance evaluations on Amazon EC2, we expose the fundamental challenges involved in managing tail latencies in the face of service-time variability (§2).
2. We develop an adaptive replica selection mechanism, C3, that reduces the latency tail in the presence of service-time fluctuations in the system. C3 does not make use of request reissues, and only relies on minimal and approximate information exchange between clients and servers (§3).
3. We implement C3 (§4) in the Cassandra distributed database and evaluate it through experiments conducted on Amazon EC2 (for accuracy) (§5) and simulations (for scale) (§6). We demonstrate that our solution improves Cassandra’s latency profile along the mean, median, and the tail (by up to a factor of 3 at the 99.9th percentile) whilst improving read throughput by up to 50%.

2 The Challenge of Replica Selection

In this section, we first discuss the problem of time-varying performance variability in the context of cloud environments. We then underline the need for load-based replica selection schemes and the challenges associated with designing them.

2.1 Performance fluctuations are the norm

Servers in cloud environments routinely experience performance fluctuations due to a multitude of reasons. Citing experiences at Google, Dean and Barroso [16] list many sources of latency variability that occur in practice. Their list includes, but is not limited to, contention for shared resources within different parts of and between applications (further discussed in [26]), periodic garbage collection, maintenance activities (such as log compaction), and background daemons performing periodic tasks [40]. Recently, an experimental study of response times on Amazon EC2 [50] illustrated that long tails in latency distribution can also be exacerbated by virtualization. A study [23] of interactive services at Microsoft Bing found that over 30% of analyzed services have 95th percentile of latency 3 times their median latency. Their analysis showed that a major cause for the high service performance variability is that latency varies greatly across machines and time. Lastly, a common workflow involves accessing large volumes of data from a data store to serve as inputs for batch jobs on large-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Store</th>
<th>Replica Selection Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cassandra</td>
<td>Dynamic Stitching: considers history of read latencies and I/O load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenStack Swift</td>
<td>Read from a single node and retry in case of failures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MongoDB</td>
<td>Optionally select nearest node by network latency (does not include CPU or I/O load)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riak</td>
<td>Recommendation is to use an external load balancer such as Nginx [38]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Replica selection mechanisms in popular NoSQL solutions. Only Cassandra employs a form of adaptive replica selection (§2.3).
scale computing platforms such as Hadoop, and injecting results back into the data store [45]. These workloads can introduce latency spikes at the data store and further impact on end-user delays.

As part of our study, we spoke with engineers at Spotify and SoundCloud, two companies that use and operate large Cassandra clusters in production. Our discussions further confirmed that all of the above mentioned causes of performance variability are true pain points. Even in well provisioned clusters, unpredictable events such as garbage collection on individual hosts can lead to latency spikes. Furthermore, Cassandra nodes periodically perform compaction, wherein a node merges multiple SSTables [5, 13] (the on-disk representation of the stored data) to minimize the number of SSTable files to be consulted per-read, as well as to reclaim space. This leads to significantly increased I/O activity.

Given the presence of time-varying performance fluctuations, many of which can potentially occur even at sub-second timescales [16], it is important that systems gracefully adapt to changing conditions. By exploiting server redundancy in the system, we investigate how replica selection effectively reduces the tail latency.

### 2.2 Load-based replica selection is hard

Accommodating time-varying performance fluctuations across nodes in the system necessitates a replica selection strategy that takes into account the load across different servers in the system. A strategy commonly employed by many systems is the least-outstanding requests strategy (LOR). For each request, the client selects the server to which it has the least number of outstanding requests. This technique is simple to implement and does not require global system information, which may not be available or is difficult to obtain in a scalable fashion. In fact, this is commonly used in load-balancing applications such as Nginx [34] (recommended as a load-balancer for Riak [38]) or Amazon ELB [3].

However, we observe that this technique is not ideal for reducing the latency tail, especially since many realistic workloads are skewed in practice and access patterns change over time [9]. Consider the system in Figure 1, with two replica servers that at a particular point in time have service times of 4 ms and 10 ms respectively. Assume all three clients receive a burst of 4 requests each. Each request needs to be forwarded to a single server. Based on purely local information, if every client selects a server using the LOR strategy, it will result in each server receiving an equal share of requests. This leads to a maximum latency of 60 ms, whereas an ideal allocation in this case obtains a maximum latency of 32 ms. We note that LOR over time will prefer faster servers, but by virtue of purely relying on local information, it does not account for the existence of other clients with potentially bursty workloads and skewed access patterns, and does not explicitly adapt to fast-changing service times.

Designing distributed, adaptive and stable load-sensitive replica selection techniques is challenging. If not carefully designed, these techniques can suffer from “herd behavior” [32, 39]. Herd behavior leads to load oscillations, wherein multiple clients are coaxed to direct requests towards the least-loaded server, degrading the server’s performance, which subsequently causes clients to repeat the same procedure with a different server.

Indeed, looking at the landscape of popular data stores (Table 1), we find that most systems only implement very simple schemes that have little or no ability to react quickly to service-time variations nor distribute requests in a load-sensitive fashion. Among the systems we studied, Cassandra implements a more sophisticated strategy called Dynamic Snitching that attempts to make replica selection decisions informed by histories of read latencies and I/O loads. However, through performance analysis of Cassandra, we find that this technique suffers from several weaknesses, which we discuss next.

#### 2.3 Dynamic Snitching’s weaknesses

Cassandra servers organize themselves into a one-hop distributed hash table. A client can contact any server for a read request. This server then acts as a coordinator, and internally fetches the record from the node hosting the data. Coordinators select the best replica for a given request using Dynamic Snitching. With Dynamic Snitching, every Cassandra server ranks and prefers faster replicas by factoring in read latencies to each of its peers, as well as I/O load information that each server shares with the cluster through a gossip protocol.

Given that Dynamic Snitching is load-based, we evaluate it to characterize how it manages tail-latencies and if it is subject to entering load-oscillations. Indeed, our experiments on Amazon EC2 with a 15-node Cassandra
cluster confirm this (the details of the experimental setup are described in §5). In particular, we recorded heavy-tailed latency characteristics wherein the difference between the 99.9\textsuperscript{th} percentile latencies are up to 10 times that of the median. Furthermore, we recorded the number of read requests individual Cassandra nodes serviced in 100 ms intervals. For every run, we observed the node that contributed most to the overall throughput. These nodes consistently exhibited synchronized load oscillations, example sequences of which are shown in Figure 2. Additionally, we confirmed our results with the Spotify engineers, who have also encountered load instabilities that arise due to garbage-collection induced performance fluctuations in the system [29].

A key reason for Dynamic Snitching’s vulnerability to oscillations is that each Cassandra node re-computes scores for its peers at fixed, discrete intervals. This interval-based scheme poses two problems. First, the system cannot react to time-varying performance fluctuations among peers that occur at time-scales less than the fixed-interval used for the score recomputation. Second, by virtue of fixing a choice over a discrete time interval (100 ms by default), the system risks synchronization as seen in Figure 2. While one may argue that this can be overcome by shortening the interval itself, the calculation performed to compute the scores is expensive, as it is also stated explicitly in the source code; a median over a history of exponentially weighted latency samples (that is reset only every 10 minutes) has to be computed for each node as part of the scoring process. Additionally, Dynamic Snitching relies on gossiping one second averages of io\textit{wait} information between nodes to aid with the ranking procedure (the intuition being that nodes can avoid peers who are performing compaction). These io\textit{wait} measurements influence the scores used for ranking peers heavily (up to two orders of magnitude more influence than latency measurements). Thus, an external or internal perturbation in I/O activity can influence a Cassandra node’s replica selection loop for extended intervals. Together with the synchronization-prone behavior of having a periodically updated ranking, this can lead to poor replica selection decisions that degrade system performance.

3 C3 Design

C3 is an adaptive replica selection mechanism designed with the objective of reducing tail latency. Based on the considerations in Section 2, we design C3 while keeping in mind these two goals:

i) Adaptive: Replica selection must cope and quickly react to heterogeneous and time-varying service times across servers.

ii) Well-behaved: Clients performing replica selection must avoid herd behaviors where a large number of clients concentrate requests towards a fast server.

At the core of C3’s design are the two following components that allow it to satisfy the above properties:

1. **Replica Ranking**: Using minimal and approximate feedback from individual servers, clients rank and prefer servers according to a scoring function. The scoring function factors in the existence of multiple clients and the subsequent risk of herd behavior, whilst allowing clients to prefer faster servers.

2. **Distributed Rate Control and Backpressure**: Every client rate limits requests destined to each server, adapting these rates in a fully-distributed manner using a congestion-control inspired technique [22]. When rate limits of all candidate servers for a request are exceeded, clients retain requests in a backlog queue until at least one server is within its rate limit again.

3.1 Replica ranking

With replica ranking, clients individually rank servers according to a scoring function, with the scores serving as a proxy for the latency to expect from the corresponding server. Clients then use these scores to prefer faster servers (lower scores) for each request. To reduce tail latency, we aim to minimize the product of queue-size ($q_i$)
and service-time \((1/\mu_s, \text{ the inverse of the service rate})\) across every server \(s\) (Figure 1).

**Delayed and approximate feedback.** In C3, servers relay feedback about their respective \(q_s\) and \(1/\mu_s\) on each response to a client. The \(q_s\) is recorded after the request has been serviced and the response is about to be dispatched. Clients maintain Exponentially Weighted Moving Averages (EWMA) of these metrics to smoothen the signal. We refer to these smoothed values as \(\bar{q}_s\) and \(\bar{\mu}_s\).

**Accounting for uncertainty and concurrency.** The delayed feedback from the servers lends clients only an approximate view of the load across the servers and is not sufficient by itself. Such a view is oblivious to the existence of other clients in the system, as well as the number of requests that are potentially in flight, and is thus prone to herd behaviors. It is therefore imperative that clients account for this potential concurrency in their estimation of each server’s queue-size.

For each server \(s\), a client maintains an instantaneous count of its outstanding requests \(o_s\) (requests for which a response is yet to be received). Clients calculate the queue-size estimate \(\hat{q}_s\) of each server as \(\hat{q}_s = 1 + o_s \cdot \bar{q} + \bar{q}_s\), where \(\bar{q}\) is a weight parameter. We refer to the \(o_s \cdot \bar{q}\) term as the concurrency compensation.

The intuition behind the concurrency compensation term is that a client will always extrapolate the queue-size of a server by an estimated number of requests in flight. That is, it will always account for the possibility of multiple clients concurrently submitting requests to the same server. Furthermore, clients with a higher value of \(o_s\) will implicitly project a higher queue-size at \(s\) and thus rank it lower than a client that has sent fewer requests to \(s\). Using this queue-size estimate to project the \(\hat{q}_s/\bar{\mu}_s\) ratio results in a desirable effect: a client with a higher demand will be more likely to rank \(s\) poorly compared to a client with a lighter demand. This hence provides a degree of robustness to synchronization. In our experiments, we set \(w\) to the number of clients in the system. This serves as a good approximation in settings where the number of clients is comparable to the expected queue lengths at the servers.

**Penalizing long queues.** With the above estimation, clients can compute the \(\hat{q}_s/\bar{\mu}_s\) ratio of each server and rank them accordingly. However, given the existence of multiple clients and time-varying service times, a function linear in \(\bar{q}\) is not an effective scoring function for replica ranking. To see why, consider the example in Figure 4. The figure shows how clients would score two servers using a linear function: here, the service time estimates are 4 ms and 20 ms, respectively. We observe that under a linear scoring regime, for a queue-size estimate of 20 at the slower server, only a corresponding value of 100 at the faster server would cause a client to prefer the slower server again. If clients distribute requests by choosing the best replica according to this scoring function, they will build up and maintain long queues at the faster server in order to balance response times between the two nodes.

However, if the service time of the faster server increases due to an unpredictable event such as a garbage collection pause, all requests in its queue will incur higher waiting times. To alleviate this, C3’s scoring function penalizes longer queue lengths using the same intuition behind that of delay costs as in [10, 46]. That is, we use a non-decreasing convex function of the queue-size estimate in the scoring function to penalize longer queues. We achieve this by raising the \(\hat{q}_s\) term in the scoring function to a higher degree, \(b: (\hat{q}_s)^b/\bar{\mu}_s\).

Returning to the above example, this means the scoring function will treat the above two servers as being of equal score if the queue-size estimate of the faster server \((1/\mu = 4 \text{ ms})\) is \(\sqrt[3]{20/4}\) times that of the slower server \((1/\mu = 20 \text{ ms})\). For higher values of \(b\), clients will be less greedy about preferring a server with a lower \(\mu^{-1}\). We use \(b = 3\) to have a cubic scoring function (Figure 4), which presents a good trade-off between clients preferring faster servers and providing enough robustness to time-varying service times.

**Cubic replica selection.** In summary, clients use the following scoring function for each replica:

\[
\Psi_s = R_s - 1/\bar{\mu}_s + (\hat{q}_s)^3/\bar{\mu}_s
\]

where \(\hat{q}_s = 1 + o_s \cdot n + \bar{q}_s\) is the queue-size estimation term, \(o_s\) is the number of outstanding requests from the client to \(s\), \(n\) is the number of clients in the system, and \(R_s, \hat{q}_s, \bar{\mu}_s^{-1}\) are EWMA of the response time (as witnessed by the client), \(^1\) queue-size and service time

---

\(^1\)Note \(R_s\) implicitly accounts for network latency but we consider
feedback received from server \(s\), respectively. The score reduces to \(R_s\) when the queue-size estimate term of the server is 1 (which can only occur if the client has no outstanding requests to \(s\) and the queue-size feedback is zero). Note that the \(R_s - \mu_s^{-1}\) term’s contribution to the score diminishes quickly when the client has a non-zero queue-size estimate (see Figure 4).

3.2 Rate control and backpressure

Replica selection allows clients to prefer faster servers. However, replica selection alone cannot ensure that the combined demands of all clients on a single server remain within that server’s capacity. Exceeding capacity increases queuing on the server-side and reduces the system’s reactivity to time-varying performance fluctuations. Thus, we introduce an element of rate-control to the system, wherein every client rate-limits requests to individual servers. If the rates of all candidate servers for a request are saturated, clients retain the request in a backlog queue until a server is within its rate limit again.

Decentralized rate control. To account for servers’ performance fluctuations, clients need to adapt their estimations of a server’s capacity and adjust their sending rates accordingly. As a design choice and inspired by the CUBIC congestion-control scheme [22], we opt to use a decentralized algorithm for clients to estimate and adapt rates across servers. That is, we avoid the need for clients to inform each other about their demands for individual servers, or for the servers to calculate allocations for potentially numerous clients individually. This further increases the robustness of our system; clients’ adaptation to performance fluctuations in the system is not purely tied to explicit feedback from the servers.

Thus, every client maintains a token-bucket based rate-limiter for each server, which limits the number of requests sent to a server within a specified time window of \(\delta\) ms. We refer to this limit as the sending-rate (srate). To adapt the rate limiter according to the perceived performance of the server, clients track the number of responses being received from a server in a \(\delta\) ms interval, that is, the receive-rate (rrate). The rate-adaptation algorithm aims to adjust srate in order to match the rrate of the server.

Cubic rate adaptation function. Upon receiving a response from a server \(s\), the client compares the current srate and rrate for \(s\). If the client’s sending rate is lower than the receive rate, it increases its rate according to a cubic function [22]:

\[
srate \leftarrow \gamma \cdot \left(\Delta T - \sqrt[3]{\frac{\beta \cdot R_0}{\gamma}}\right) + R_0
\]

that network congestion is not the source of performance fluctuations.

Figure 5: Cubic function for clients to adapt their sending rates

where \(\Delta T\) is the elapsed time since the last rate-decrease event, and \(R_0\) is the “saturation rate” — the rate at the time of the last rate-decrease event. If the receive-rate is lower than the sending-rate, the client decreases its sending-rate multiplicatively by \(\beta\). \(\gamma\) represents a scaling factor and is chosen to set the desired duration of the saddle region (see §4 for the values used).

Benefits of the cubic function. While we have not fully explored the vast design space for a rate adaptation technique, we were attracted to a cubic growth function because of its property of having a saddle region. The functioning of the cubic rate adaptation strategy caters to the following three operational regions (Figure 5): (1) Low-rates: when the current sending rate is significantly lower than the saturation rate (after say, a multiplicative decrease), the client increases the rate steeply; (2) Saddle region: when the sending rate is close to the perceived saturation point of the server (\(R_0\)), the client stabilizes its sending rate, and increases it conservatively; and (3) Optimistic probing: if the client has spent enough time in the stable region, it will again increase its rate aggressively, and thus probe for more capacity. At any time, if the algorithm perceives itself to be exceeding the server’s capacity, it will update its view of the server’s saturation point and multiplicatively reduce its sending rate. The parameter \(\gamma\) can be adjusted for a desired length of the saddle region. Lastly, given that multiple clients may potentially be adjusting their rates simultaneously, for stability reasons, we cap the step size of a rate increase by a parameter \(\delta_{\max}\).

3.3 Putting everything together

C3 combines distributed replica selection and rate control as indicated in Algorithms 1 and 2, with the control flow in the system depicted in Figure 3. When a request is issued at a client, it is directed to a replica selection scheduler. The scheduler uses the scoring function to order the subset of servers that can handle the request, that is, the replica group (\(\mathcal{R}\)). It then iterates through the list of replicas and selects the first server \(s\) that is within
10: wait arrival in the system needs to be asynchronously routed many backpressure queues and replica selection schedulers may potentially contend to push a request from their respective backpressure queues towards the same endpoint. Care needs to be exercised that this does not lead to starvation. To handle this complexity, we relied upon the Akka framework [1] for message-passing concurrency (Actor based programming). With Akka, every per-replica-group scheduler is represented as a single actor, and we configured the underlying Java thread dispatcher to fair schedule between the actors. This design of having multiple backpressure queues also increases robustness, as one replica group entering backpressure will not affect other replica groups. The message queue that backs each Akka actor implicitly serves as the backpressure queue per-replica group. At roughly 600 bytes of overhead per actor, our extensions to Cassandra is thus lightweight. Our implementation amounted to 398 lines of code.2

For the rest of our study, we set the cubic rate adaptation parameters as follows: the multiplicative decrease parameter \( \beta \) is set to 0.2, and we configured \( \gamma \) to set the saddle region to be 100 ms long. We define the rate for each server as a number of permissible requests per 20 ms (\( \delta \)), and use a hysteresis duration equal to twice the rate interval. We cap the cubic-rate step size (\( s_{\text{max}} \)) to 10. We did not conduct an exhaustive sensitivity analysis of all system parameters, which we leave for future work. Lastly, Cassandra uses read-repairs for anti-entropy; a fraction of read requests will go to all replicas (10% by default). This further allows coordinators to update their view of their peers.

5 System Evaluation

We evaluated C3 on Amazon EC2. Our Cassandra deployment comprised 15 m1.xlarge instances. We tuned the instances and Cassandra according to the officially recommended production settings from Datastax [12] as well as in consultation with our contacts from the industry who operate production Cassandra clusters.

On each instance, we configured a single RAID0 array encompassing the four ephemeral disks which served...
as Cassandra’s data folder (we also experimented on instances with SSD storage as we report on later). As we don’t have production workloads, we used the industry-standard Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [14] to generate datasets and run our workloads while stressing Cassandra up to its maximum attainable throughput. We assign tokens to each Cassandra node such that nodes own equal segments of the keyspace. Cassandra’s replication factor was set to 3. We inserted 500 million 1KB size records generated by YCSB, which served as the dataset. The workload against the cluster was driven from three instances of YCSB running in separate VMs, each running 40 request generators, for a total of 120 generators. Each generator has a TCP connection of its own to the Cassandra cluster. Generators create requests for keys distributed according to a Zipfian access pattern prescribed by YCSB, with Zipf parameter \( \rho = 0.99 \), drawing from a set of 10 million keys. We used three common workload patterns for Cassandra deployments to evaluate our scheme: read-heavy (95% reads – 5% writes), update-heavy (50% reads – 50% writes) and read-only (100% read). These workloads generate access patterns typical of photo tagging, session-store and user-profile applications, respectively [14]. The read and update heavy workloads in particular are popular across a variety of Cassandra deployments [18, 25]. Each measurement involves 10 million operations of the workload, and is repeated five times. Bar plots represent averages and 95th percentile confidence intervals.

In evaluating C3, we are interested in answering the following questions across various conditions:
1. Does C3 improve the tail latency without sacrificing the mean or median?
2. Does C3 improve the read throughput (requests/s)?
3. How well does C3 load condition the cluster and adapt to dynamic changes in the environment?

Impact of workload on latency: Figure 6 indicates the read latency characteristics of Cassandra across different workloads when using C3 compared to Dynamic Snitching (DS). Regardless of the workload used, C3 improves the latency across all the considered metrics, namely, the mean, median, 99\(^{th}\) and 99.9\(^{th}\) percentile latencies. Since the ephemeral storage in our instances are backed by spinning-head disks, the latency increases with the amount of random disk seeks. This explains why the read-heavy workload results in lower latencies than the read-only workload (since the latter causes more random seeks). Furthermore, C3 effectively shortens the ratio of tail-latencies to the median, leading to a more predictable latency profile. With the read-heavy workload, the difference between the 99.9\(^{th}\) percentile latency and the median is 24.5 ms with C3, whereas with DS, it is 83.91 ms: more than 3x improvement. In the update-heavy and read-only scenarios, C3 improves the same difference by a factor of 2.6 each. Besides the different percentiles, C3 also improves the mean latency by between 3 ms and 4 ms across all scenarios.

Impact of workload on read throughput: Figure 7 indicates the measured throughputs for C3 versus DS. By virtue of controlling waiting times across the replicas, C3 makes better use of the available system capacity, resulting in an increase in throughput across the considered workloads. In particular, C3 improves the throughput by...
Figure 8: Aggregated distribution of number of reads served per 100 ms, by the most heavily loaded Cassandra node per run. With C3, the most heavily utilized node has a lower range in the load over time, wherein the difference between the 99th percentile and median number of requests served in 100 ms is lower than with Dynamic Snitching.

Figure 9: Example number of reads received by a single Cassandra node, per 100 ms. With C3 (top), Cassandra coordinators internally adjust sending rates to match their peers’ perceived capacity, leading to a smoother load profile free of oscillations. The per-server load is lower in C3 also because the requests are spread over more servers compared to DS (bottom).

Impact of workload on load-conditioning: We now verify whether C3 fulfills its design objective of avoiding load pathologies. Since the key access pattern of our workloads are Zipfian distributed, we observe the load over time of the node that has served the highest number of reads across each run, that is, the most heavily utilized node. Figure 8 represents the distribution of the number of reads served per 100 ms by the most heavily utilized node in the cluster across runs. Note that despite improving the overall system throughput, the most heavily utilized node in C3 serves fewer requests than with DS. As a further confirmation of this, we present an example load profile as produced by C3 on highly utilized nodes (Figure 9). Unlike with DS, we do not see synchronized load-spikes when using C3, evidenced by the lack of oscillations and synchronized vertical bursts in the time-series. Furthermore, given that C3’s rate control absorbs and distributes bursts carefully, it leads to a smoother load-profile wherein samples of the load in a given interval are closer to the system’s true capacity unlike with DS.

Performance at higher system utilization: We now compare C3 with DS to understand how the performance of both systems degrade with an increase in overall system utilization. We increase the number of workload generators from 120 to 210 (an increase of 75%). Figure 10 presents the tail latencies observed for the read-heavy workload. For a 75% increase in the demand, we observe that C3’s latency profile, even at the 99.9th percentile, degrades proportionally to the increase in system load. With DS, the median and 99.9th percentile latencies degrade by roughly 82%, whereas the 95th and 99th percentile latencies degrade by factors of up to 150%. Furthermore, the mean latency with Dynamic Snitching is 70% higher than with C3 under the higher load.

Adaptation to dynamic workload change: We now evaluate a scenario wherein an update-heavy workload enters a system where a read-heavy workload is already active, and observe the effect on the latter’s read latencies. The experiment begins with 80 generators running a read-heavy workload against the cluster. After 640 s, an additional 40 generators enter the system, issuing update-heavy workloads. We observe the latencies from the perspective of the read-heavy generators around the 640 s mark. Figure 11 indicates a time-series of the latencies contrasting C3 versus DS. Each plot represents

Figure 10: Overall performance degradation when increasing the number of workload generators from 120 to 210.
that the dataset fits the reduced disk capacities of all size to 150 million 1KB records in order to ensure two 40 GB SSD disks. We configured a RAID0 arrangement with m3.xlarge instances, which are backed by administration of C3’s generality, we also perform measurements when using SSDs:

more than 2x improvement latency is just under 14 ms, whereas that of DS is close to 3x under 5 ms, whereas with DS, it is on the order of 20 ms. Lastly, C3 also improves the average latency by roughly 3 ms, and increases the read throughput by 50% of that obtained by DS.

Comparison against request reissues: Cassandra has an implementation of speculative retries [16] as a means of reducing tail latencies. After sending a read request to a replica, the coordinator waits for the response until a configurable duration before reissuing the request to another replica. We evaluated the performance of DS with speculative retries, configured to fire after waiting until the 99th percentile latency. However, we observed that latencies actually degraded significantly after making use of this feature, up to a factor of 5 at the 99th percentile. We attribute this to the following cause: in the presence of highly variable response times across the cluster (already due to DS), coordinators potentially speculate too many requests. This increases the load on disks, further increasing seek latencies. Due to this anomaly, we did not perform further experiments. We however, leave a note of caution that speculative retries are not a silver bullet when operating a system at high utilization [48].

Sending rate adaptation and backpressure over time: Lastly, we turn to a seven-node Cassandra cluster in our local testbed to depict how nodes adapt their sending rates over time. Figure 13 presents a trace of the sending rate adaptation performed by two coordinators against a third node (tracked node). During the run, we artificially inflated the latencies of the tracked node thrice (using the Linux tc utility), indicated by the drops in throughput in the interval (45, 55) s, as well as the two shorter drops at times 59 s and 67 s. Observe that both coordinators’ estimations of their peer’s capacity agree over time. Furthermore, the figure depicts all three rate regimes of the cubic rate control mechanism. The points close to 1 on the y-axis are arrived at via the multiplicative decrease, causing the system to enter the low-rate regime. At that point, C3 aggressively increases its rate to be closer to the tracked saturation rate, entering the saddle region (along the smoothed median). The stray points above the smoothed median are points where C3 optimistically uses more capacity. During this run,

3A moving median is better suited to reveal the underlying trend of a high-variance time-series than a moving average [7]
the backpressure mechanism fired 4 times (3 of which are very close in time) across both depicted coordinator nodes. Recall that backpressure is exerted when all replicas of a replica group have exceeded their rate limits. When the tracked node’s latencies are reset to normal, the YCSB generators throttle up, sending a heavy burst in a short time interval. This causes a momentary surge of traffic towards the tracked node, forcing the corresponding replica selection schedulers to apply backpressure.

6 Evaluation Using Simulations

We turn to simulations to further evaluate C3 under different scenarios. Our objective is to study the C3 scheme independently of the intricacies of Cassandra and draw more general results. Furthermore, we are interested in understanding how the scheme performs under different operational extremes. In particular, we explore how C3’s performance varies according to (i) different frequencies of service time fluctuations, (ii) lower utilization levels, and (iii) under skewed client demands.

Experimental setup: We built a discrete-event simulator\(^4\), wherein workload generators create requests at a set of clients, and the clients then use a replica selection algorithm to route requests to a set of servers. A request generated at a client has a uniform probability of being forwarded to any replica group (that is, we do not model keys being distributed across servers according to consistent hashing as in Cassandra). The workload generators create requests according to a Poisson arrival process, to mimic arrival of user requests at web servers [35]. Each server maintains a FIFO request queue. To model concurrent processing of requests, each server can service a tunable number of requests in parallel (4 in our settings). The service time each request experiences is drawn from an exponential distribution (as in [48]) with a mean service time $\mu^{-1} = 4$ ms. We incorporated time-varying performance fluctuations into the system as follows: every $T$ ms (fluctuation interval), each server, independently and with a uniform probability, sets its service rate either to $\mu$ or to $\mu \cdot D$, where $D$ is a range parameter (thus, a bimodal distribution for server performance [41]). We set the $D$ parameter to 3 (qualitatively, our results apply across multiple tested values of $D$, which we omit for brevity). The request arrival rate corresponds to 70% (high utilization scenario) and 45% (low utilization scenario) of the average service rate of the system, considering the time-varying nature of the servers’ performance (that is, as if the service rate of each server’s processor was $(\mu + D \cdot \mu)/2$). As with our experiments using Cassandra, we use a read-repair probability of 10% and a replication factor of 3, which further increases the load on the system. We use 200 workload generators, 50 servers, and vary the number of clients from 150 to 300. We set the one-way network latency to 250 $\mu$s. We repeat every experiment 5 times using different random seeds. 600,000 requests are generated in each run.

We compare C3 against three strategies:

1. **Oracle (ORA):** each client chooses based on perfect knowledge of the instantaneous $q/\mu$ ratio of the replicas (no required feedback from servers).
2. **Least-Outstanding Requests (LOR):** each client selects a replica to which it has sent the least number of requests so far.
3. **Round-Robin (RR):** as in C3, each client maintains a per-replica rate limiter. However, here it uses a round-robin scheme to allocate requests to replicas in place of C3’s replica ranking. This allows us to evaluate the contribution of just rate limiting to the effectiveness of C3.

We also ran simulations of strategies such as uniform random, least-response time, and different variations of weighted random strategies. These strategies did not fare well compared to LOR, and due to space limits, we do not present results for them. We do not model disk activity in the simulator, and thus avoid comparing against Dynamic Snitching (since it relies on gossiping disk iowait measurements).

Impact of time-varying service times: Given that C3 clients rely on feedback from servers, we study the effect

7 Discussion

How general is C3? C3 combines two mechanisms in order to carefully manage tail latencies in a distributed system: (i) a load-balancing scheme that is informed by a continuous stream of in-band feedback about a server’s load, and (ii) distributed rate-control and backpressure. We believe that the ideas discussed here can be applied to any low-latency data store that can benefit from replica diversity. Furthermore, our simulations compared C3 against different replica selection mechanisms, and allowed us to decouple the workings of the algorithms themselves from the intricacies of running them within a complex system such as Cassandra. That said, we are currently porting C3 onto systems such as MongoDB and token-aware Cassandra clients such as Astyanax [8] (which will avoid the problem of clients selecting overloaded coordinators).

Long-term versus short-term adaptations: A common recommended practice among operators is to over-provision distributed systems deployed on cloud platforms in order to accommodate performance variability [37]. Unlike application servers, storage nodes that handle larger-than-memory datasets are not easily scaled up or down; adding a new node to the cluster and the subsequent re-balancing of data are operations that happen over timescales of hours. Such questions of provisioning sufficient capacity for a demand is orthogonal to our work; our objective with C3 is to carefully utilize already provisioned system resources in the face of performance variability over short timescales.
Strongly consistent reads: Our work has focused on selecting one out of a given set of replicas, which inherently assumes eventual consistency. This applies to common use-cases at large web-services today, including Facebook’s accesses to its social graph [47], and most of Netflix’s Cassandra usage [24]. However, it remains to be seen how our work can be applied to strongly consistent reads as well. In particular, the gains in such a scenario depend on the synchronization overhead of the respective read protocol, and the effect of a straggler cannot be easily avoided.

8 Related Work

Dean and Barroso [16] described techniques employed at Google to tolerate latency variability. They discuss short-term adaptations in the form of request reissues, along with additional logic to support preemption of duplicate requests to reduce unacceptable additional load. In D-SPTF [30], a request is forwarded to a single server. If the server has the data in its cache, it will respond to the request. Otherwise, the server forwards the request to all replicas, which then make use of cross-server cancellations to reduce load as in [16]. Vulimiri et al. [48] also make use of duplicate requests. They formalize the different threshold points at which using redundancy aids in minimizing the tail. In the context of Microsoft Azure and Amazon S3, CosTLO [49] also presents the efficacy of duplicate requests in coping with performance variability. In contrast to these works, our approach does not rely on redundant requests and is in essence complementary to the above in that request reissues could be introduced atop C3.

Kwiken [23] decomposes the problem of minimizing end-to-end latency over a processing DAG into a manageable optimization over individual stages, wherein the latency reduction techniques (e.g., request reissues) are complementary to our approach.

Pisces [42] is a multi-tenant key-value store architecture that provides fairness guarantees between tenants. It is concerned with fair-sharing the data-store and presenting proportional performances to different tenants. PARDA [21] is also focused on the problem of sharing storage bandwidth according to proportional-share fairness. Stout [31] uses congestion control to respond to storage-layer performance variability by adaptively batching requests. PriorityMeister [53] focuses on providing tail latency QoS for bursty workloads in shared networked storage by combining priorities and rate limiters. As in C3, these works make use of TCP-inspired congestion control techniques for allocating storage resources across clients. While orthogonal to the problem of replica selection, we are planning to investigate the ideas embodied in these works within the context of C3. Pisces recognizes the problem of weighted replica selection but employs a round robin algorithm similar to the one used in our simulation results.

Mitzenmacher [33] showed that allowing a client to choose between two randomly selected servers based on queue lengths exponentially improves load-balancing performance over a uniform random scheme. This approach is embodied within systems such as Sparrow [36]. However, in our settings, replication factors are typically small compared to cluster size. Given a common replication factor of 3, ranking 3 servers instead of 2 only incurs a negligible overhead. Moreover, the basic power of two choices strategy does not include a rate limiting component to avoid exceeding server capacities, in contrast to C3. A thorough comparison between the two approaches is left for future work.

Lastly, there is much work in the cluster computing space on skew-tolerance [4, 19, 27, 44, 51]. In contrast to our work, cluster jobs operate at timescales of at least a few hundreds of milliseconds [36], if not minutes or hours.

9 Conclusion

In this paper, we highlighted the challenges involved in making a replica selection scheme explicitly cope with performance fluctuations in the system and environment. We presented the design and implementation of C3. C3 uses a combination of in-band feedback from servers to rank and prefer faster replicas along with distributed rate control and backpressure in order to reduce tail latencies in the presence of service-time fluctuations. Through comprehensive performance evaluations, we demonstrate that C3 improves Cassandra’s mean, median and tail latencies (by up to 3 times at the 99.9th percentile), all while increasing read throughput and avoiding load pathologies.
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